
Living Spaces Outlet Will Open on May 19 in Humble, Texas  

Leading home furnishings retailer, Living Spaces, will open its thirtieth location in Humble, Texas on 

Thursday, May 19, 2022. Building on the momentum of its brick and mortar and E-commerce business, 

Living Spaces continues to prove that they are not slowing down, no matter what manufacturing and 

supply chain challenges the market throws. Thanks to a determined and dedicated team, a wide variety 

of furniture, accessory and mattress offerings and free next-day shipping, Living Spaces delivers an 

incomparable shopping experience. And now, a new city will have the opportunity to enjoy the same 

ease, convenience and quality. 

The 685,000 square foot distribution center and outlet stands out from the rest of the stores and 

includes a vast assortment of clearance goods, in addition to in-line categories, spanning living room, 

dining room, office, bedroom and mattresses at the Revive Sleep Center. “We are thrilled to be 

introducing an Outlet in my home state of Texas,” exclaims Grover Geiselman, founder and CEO of Living 

Spaces. “By opening this hybrid between a traditional store and an outlet center, we are able to offer 

guests the best deals, so they can furnish their homes without breaking the bank.”  

This Living Spaces Outlet will even include dedicated presentations of many celebrity designer 

collaborations. Guests will get to shop Magnolia Home by Joanna Gaines, as well as collections by Nate 

Berkus and Jeremiah Brent, and the newest partnership with Drew and Jonathan Scott. A Design Center 

– complete with over 120 fabric options – allows guests to customize a variety of upholstered collections 

and visualize their creations with the help of design expert sales associates. They will also love the 

carefully curated selection of one-of-a-kind Elements, which are sourced from all over the world to bring 

unique global flair to any space. 

Just minutes away from the George Bush Intercontinental Airport in Houston, the Living Spaces Humble 

Outlet is also near Lake Houston and Deerbrook Shopping Mall. 

The store will be celebrating its warm welcome to the community with a Grand Opening VIP Preview 

Event on Wednesday, May 18 from 5 – 9 pm. Food will be provided by Capital Grille, and complimentary 

beer and wine will be served. There will even be exclusive offers to help kick things off on a high note.  

About Living Spaces: 

Established in 2003 and headquartered in La Mirada, California, Living Spaces is the leading West Coast 

home furnishings retailer offering an unmatched selection of indoor and outdoor furniture, décor, 

lighting, art and one-of-a-kind pieces at affordable price points. Living Spaces designs and manufactures 

a wide assortment of exclusive products that are available online and in-store. For more information, 

please visit www.livingspaces.com 

 


